Cardinal and Grey were first game which seemed to be bothering the less Beavers. The two biggest points three straight field goals and stay very well and near the end of the co-capta'n Dee Vergun '56 hitting were a new ball club with center and lest of the first half. The Engineers remained at around 10 points for the period. Che Beavers then tightened up in the beginning of the first quarter and was played a the cage.

78 to 3 on Saturday, both games days, 'Beaver varsity was dumped Suffolk Drubs Sloppy Quintet In Opener;
Open 1g the '55-'56G basketball season over Trinity Frosh, 59 to 31. The Little Beavers shook the nervousness which plagued them in the Ruffball game. change of baskets, Trinity started to score at the half 39 to 35. Mac Jordan the end of the half, built Salmon and to 31 with successive baskets near 6', 8' center Godfrey hit for Trinity son '56 swished a long, one hander, from 10 feet, co-captai'n Bernie Benzon '55 free throw, put them back in the game, when, with the score tied 50-50, the Engineers took the first substantial lead of the season. Coach Scotty Whitelaw's basket playing smoothly and their shots were not sharp. Trinity, one of the strongest teams on the Engineer schedules, was outreached and outplayed for the better part of the first half, and was saved only by a superior shooting percentages. Coach Scotty Whitelaw's ballhogs took the first substantial lead of the game, when, with the score tied 22-22, Vergun hit with a jump from 10 feet, overpowers Benzon. Benzon '56 switched a long one holder, and Vergun hit again from the corner, to build up a 5-point lead. The co-captains extended the lead from 30 to 31, with successive baskets near the end of the half, but Salmon and 6', 8' center Godfrey hit for Trinity just before the buzzer to make the score at the half 35 to 31. Mac Jordan '57 moved with a 3-ip in and a fast at the start of the second half to extend the lead to 7 points, but, after an exchange of baskets, Trinity started to gain and hold a 3-point lead by the middle of the half. With the score

14 to 67 Trinity, guard Paul Repetto '57 switched a jump, Vergun tipped one in, and Benzon nail a long set to bring the Beavers within a point of the Hilltoppers with about a minute to go, but McGowan and Salmon hit for Trinity to tie the game and make the final score 78 to 72. The Techmen outscored Trinity 3 to 1 in the first half, while the rebounding was fairly even in the second, Trinity had a better shooting percentage throughout the game. The Beavers worked well as a unit and the nervousness which plagued them in the Ruffball game.

The Freshmen won their second of the season over Trinity Frosh, 10 to 6. The point spread was never greater than 6 points. The Little Beavers worked a weave with accurate outside shooting very effectively against the visitor's 2-3 zone defense. Outstanding for the Freshmen were Larry Jones, Bob Pulutcho, and Dick Briggs.

EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT POSITION
TRANS-SONICS, INC.
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT DEPT.
Adtractive opportunity as secretary to head of Department.
Salary open. Company will soon occupy new plant on Route 158, Burlington, Mass.

Please contact
Altz, D. Halter
Cheatview 4-6900
TRANS-SONICS, INC.
BEDFORD, MASS.

It's Christmas, Ebener! Time to Save...

On Trips Home For The Holidays

It's a pleasure to get to know Old Spice After Shave Lotion.

It's brisk as an ocean breeze.

Old Spice After Shave Lotion

The Beaver wrestling team opened its season bowling to Wesleyan university, one of the top teams in New England, 13-0. The Engineers were better than this score would indicate with close matches and good wrestling an evidence throughout the afternoon. Tony Vertin '57 and Harris Hayman '53 scored victories for the Techmen with Ken Jones '57 fighting to a draw.

Buy Beavers started off fast with a takedown in the first period and maintained his lead until the end of the second, when, Windows, Wesleyan's 123 pounder reversed. Following up two more points at the start of the third period, he rode Beavers out for the Cardinal's initial win. The 130-pound bout almost duplicated the first match at a much faster and more exciting pace, when Feke decided Malt's Ray Ober 56 by a 1-0 score. Owiter was off form, having gone undefeated as a Freshman last year and having taken third in the New England.

For The Holidays

SPICE scent-brisk, crisp, fresh as day refreshed!
Old Spice For Men

It's a pleasure to get to know Old Spice After Shave Lotion.

It's brisk as an ocean breeze.

Old Spice After Shave Lotion
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